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Oct. 22, 1959
Dear Mother,
Sorry too (sic) take so long to write but I thought sometime (sic) might have
come up but we're still waiting .
I received your birthday card on the 14th thanks for the thought .
I'll be glad to get my books you send in the future you might include some fashion
magizines (sic) for lifarina also if you remember it .
Marine's (sic) maiden name was Proosakava, her aunt and uncles address in
Minsk is
Minsk
US. Kalinina 42
Apt 20
Proocakova
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they don't speak any english, however, her uncle is a army colonel, soon to retire.
(sic)
You neede'nt/worry about my losing American citizenship I can only do that if I
want too, (sic) and I don't want too (sic) .
"For my birthday Marina sent me a gold and silver cup with the inscription "To
my Dear Husband on his birthday 18/X/61" very nice don't you think, Marina Is on
her vacation (sic) now, she is spending it with her aunt in the city of "KHARKOV"
about 600 miles South East of here . She's just relaxing and taking it easy from
work and the house work.
We both agreeded (sic) that she should go to a new enviroment (sic) on her vaction
(sic), but she comes back in a few more days on the 29th of October. Her aunt
Palina's address is the city of "KHAPKOV"
V'EZD TREEHKLERA
House 5, Apt. 7
MIKHAILOVICH P .
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Marina, unfortunily (sic), doesen't (sic) speak any English at all, I would like her to
learn, and I've bought some books for her on the subject but for now she doese'nt
(sic) want to learn, she speaks alittle (sic) allready (sic) (she learned in grammer
(sic) school), and she doesen't (sic) want to study another lanugage (sic) for now,
she really does not have the time you know, what with her working from 10-5 and
then the house work but it doesen't matter for now. Well, that's about all for now .
I'll try to write more often.
Love
Lee
P.S . Did you recive (sic) my letter with some pictures of Minsk on it??
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